Meanwhile it has been increasingly realized that from a mathematical point of view asymptotically abelian systems lead to a non commutative genera lization of standard (commutative) ergodic theory : indeed if we take the C -algebra CL to be abelian and thus isomorphic to an algebra of continuous functions on some locally compact space X , the (supposedly strongly continuous^ homomorphism of & into the automorphism group of & becomes a homomorphism into homeomorphisms of X > asymptotic abelianness jeing automaticaly realize-"-A state over CL invariant under & will then be rep esent^d by a bounded Radon measure |i over X invariant under these homeomorphisms . We thus obtain a special case of the usual setting of ergodic theory -the specializat'i i consisting in that the measure \i is bounded and the Borel structure of X stems from a locally compact topology (the fact that [i is invariant rather than quasi-invariant is inessential and would be removed if we considered covan'r representations rather than invariant states ) • The latter restrictions are however accompanied by a gain in flexibility in varying the (quasi)invariant measure fi for a given system {d } a} .
The papers quoted above have revealed that basic theorems of standard ergodic theory still hold in the enlarged non commutative frame . The original 4 results of [i] , [2] and [3] have been generalized in several respects •
In [5] .
[6a] and Part I of [6] , results are given for an arbitrary group & • The second part of [6] on the other hand gives further results generali zing those of [2] for the case of a locally compact amenable group i.e* a group possessing invariant means • In this paper we study bhe more general "it-abelian systems", a notion defined in terms of the mean described in [14] by Godement and we investigate a non commutative ergodic theory in this enlarged frame • One should however not conclude from our results that amenable groups are irrelevant to the study of asymptotically abelian systems : it is indeed because the present paper is essentially confined to the study of the "vacuum theory" (i.e. representations generated by an invariant vector ) that we can work with Godement 
If * e Kg) = f(g s"'') s where the notation is a reminder of the fact that translations are the same as convolutigns by Dirac measures . If we denote by r (resp. T f ) the convex hulls of 8 , s e G (resp a e , s e G),the sets " T * f and ~Y~* r 
whence ri(f) = il(f) since s is arbitrary . whence the existence of a unique M(fU) satisfying (1 ) and of norm ^||f || CO Further v;e have, for any bounded operator T on Hi
Thus Ivl(fU) is contained in the bicommutant of all U , g € & .
S
The next theorem gives an explicit description of the operators M(fU) .
Theorem 1» Let G , U and ¿6 be as in the preceding Lemma and denote by E the smallest (orthogonal) projector in № whose range contains all the finite dimensional subspaces of X invariant under U and by the restriction of U to E$ . Proof of (ii) : in order to establish formula (3) we have to evaluate the quantity
Let us write
and analogously for v . we have, correspondingly
where the first term is the only one giving a non vanishing contribution to (5) as shown by (i) applied to the representations U 5 and ir 0 "' ^ , cr' ^ a" .
and thus using the above orthogonality relations 
The system [#,a] is called Jit-abelian whenever for each state § ovex 
M-(A) E = E TC(A) E A,-]
A.
where E is the projector in $ with range [i|f € $ |u \|f = Xn(s)^ >gfi &l Q-nd X,2 g ^ analogously for E X 1 X 2
Remark : We note that , in the case of weak asymptotic abelianness,the Lemma can be proved without using the fact that the representation %^ of u was generated by the invariant state $ * All we need for the proof is the existence of a covariant representation of the weakly asymptotically abelian system {Ci y a] and, specializing to the choice of f in (16) , by use of (З)
so that one has 
where V is a unitary representation of 9 XX X * The kernel J of V contains all elements kt € g with ke K , t e T X and x(^) ~ 1 • therefore 9 /J is compact , V (and also U ) is a sum X X of finite-dimensional representations and E £ E whence F £ E : (19) is X whereby the left hand term is equal to 
with the elements of acting multiplicatively
, t e L 2 (T, u),Me^,s e^, whilst the group acts by "shifts of the variable" and M. e i = 1,2,..» n , we havej on the other hand
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